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No-Pull Dog Halter Harness
MODEL NO. HALT41D

PACKAGE COMPONENTS:

1. Halter Harness
2. Detachable poop bag dispenser
3. Storage Bag
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WARRANTY
We are pleased to offer a 3-YEAR WARRANTY on our SparklyPets No-Pull 
Dog Halter Harness, starting from the date of purchase. 
However, it’s important to note that while our harness is made with the 
highest quality materials, it is not chew-proof. To ensure the longevity of 
your harness, we kindly advise keeping it away from dogs who may be 
prone to chewing.

During the initial period when your dog is getting accustomed to the 
harness, we recommend safely storing it in the provided storage bag 
after each use. This helps protect the harness from any potential 
damage and keeps it in optimal condition. 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding the warranty or proper 
use of the harness, please don’t hesitate to reach out to our customer 
support team. We are here to assist you and ensure that you and your 
furry friend have the best experience with our product.

For any support, inquiries, or improvements, please write to us or call us: 
info@sparklypets.com |  +1(252) 220-0094

Failure to follow these instructions could result 
in serious injury for you and your dog.

© Copyright Sparkly Innovation. SparklyPets and all associated logos are trademarks.
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Dear dog lover,

First and foremost, we want to express our heartfelt gratitude for choosing us 
as your trusted partner for your furry buddy.

I am Christian, the founder of SparklyPets, and it brings me immense joy to introduce 
you to our (No-Pull) Halter Harness, a dog harness that represents countless hours of 
innovation and dedication.

In the following sections, we will guide you step-by-step on how to properly set up the 
harness for your beloved dog. We have taken great care to provide clear and detailed 
instructions to ensure a comfortable and secure fit.

We highly recommend finding a quiet indoor space, free from distractions, where you 
and your furry companion can focus entirely on adjusting the harness.
To make the process more enjoyable, you may want to have some treats on hand, as 
there might be a few slight adjustments and movements involved.

Once again, thank you for choosing SparklyPets, and please know that we consider 
you a valued friend and customer, and we want to provide the best for your furry friend.

With warm regards,

Christian
Founder of SparklyPets
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BACK
CHEST LOOP

FRONTAL
NECK LOOP

Easy step-by-step process to properly use the 
SparklyPets No-Pull Dog Halter Harness

STEP 1

GETTING FAMILIAR WITH THE SPARKLYPETS HARNESS

Carefully remove the harness from its packaging and ensure that 
all parts and accessories are included and in good condition. 
If not, please contact us to resolve this manner.

Take a moment to familiarize yourself with the different straps and loops 
of the harness. To ensure it is in the correct position, when you hold the 
harness, on one side, you have the loop labeled “FRONTAL NECK LOOP” 
which represents the strap that will go over the dog’s neck. 

Additionally, on the dog’s chest, there will be a Martingale D-ring attachment 
point. On the other side of the harness, there’s a loop labeled as the  
“BACK CHEST LOOP.” This particular loop should be positioned on the lower 
part of the dog’s body, just before the last two real ribs (more details to follow).

Depending on your dog’s size, now is the time to prepare the harness 
by widening or narrowing the straps. The goal is to ease your future 
adjusting on your dog to have a snug yet comfortable fit.

www.sparklypets.com  info@sparklypets.com
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STEP 2

PLACING THE HARNESS ON THE DOG

Unfasten the front buckle, the one on the Neck loop, and gently place the 
harness around your dog’s neck, similar to a regular collar, ensuring that 
the Martingale D-ring attachment point is placed on your dog’s chest.  
Now fasten the buckle.

www.sparklypets.com  info@sparklypets.com
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Next, unfasten the back buckles (left & right sides), which will secure 
the Chest Loop. Place the strap loop on your dog now, and fasten the 
two side buckles on each side.

NOTE!

Ensure that the strap crossing the back is centered on the back and the belly 
strap is centered between the legs.

www.sparklypets.com  info@sparklypets.com
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During adjustment, 
ensure that the neck 
loop is not too tight.

Begin adjusting the loop 
by sliding the two 
tri-glides on the left and 
right sides so that they are 
evenly aligned and parallel 
to each other.

www.sparklypets.com  info@sparklypets.com

Like in the picture:

STEP 3

ADJUSTING THE NECK LOOP

Make sure that the Neck loop sets 
at the base of your dog’s neck on 
the lower bony part.
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To ensure it is positioned correctly, you should be able to fit no more than 
two fingers between the strap and the dog’s body.
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STEP 4

ADJUSTING THE CHEST LOOP

Similar to the Neck loop, adjust the two tri-glides on the chest loop for 
a secure and comfortable fit. 

Pay close attention to the final position of the harness! 
The chest loop should not be more than three fingers away from the armpit 
nor from the last real rib (the last rib which is connected to the rib cage). 

Ensure that the harness is not too tight and it’s positioned correctly. 
To check, you should be able to fit not more than two fingers between 
the strap and the dog’s body. 

For reference check 
the images below:
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STEP 5

ADJUSTING THE BACK AND BELLY STRAPS

After securing and adjusting the front and back loops, it’s important 
to ensure that the horizontal straps (the ones on the back and the chest) 
are properly fixed. 

Take a moment to adjust the tri-glide from the belly strap, allowing 
enough space for two fingers to comfortably fit between the harness 
and your dog’s belly. 

Similarly, with the back strap, make sure you can insert two 
fingers between the strap and your dog’s back after making 
the necessary adjustments. 

For reference check the images below:

www.sparklypets.com  info@sparklypets.com
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STEP 6

FINAL CHECKS

After setting the harness on your dog, ensure everything is correctly 
adjusted and nicely fit on your dog with no loose or tight parts.

A good reference is the padded Martingale D-ring attachment 
point which should sit perfectly in the center of the dog’s chest, 
as shown in the image below:

www.sparklypets.com  info@sparklypets.com
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THE SPARKLYPETS HALTER HARNESS

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

 Welcome to the SparklyPets family! To ensure that you and your furry friend make 
the most of the SparklyPets Halter Harness, we’ve compiled a list of frequently asked 
questions and their answers. These insights will guide you in optimizing your dog’s 
walking experience with our innovative harness.

Q: Is the SparklyPets Halter Harness suitable for small dog breeds weighing under 35 
pounds?
A: Our harness is primarily designed to cater to medium and large breeds. The hardware 
in the harness is optimized for its size, and it may be too heavy for smaller dogs.

Q: Does this harness need to be slipped over the dog’s head?
A: No, it doesn’t. Our harness is designed with three closing buckles – one for the 
head section and two at the back for the chest section. Simply place it on your dog’s 
neck like a regular collar by securing the buckle around the neck. For detailed fitting 
instructions, please refer to the steps outlined in the user manual to ensure a proper 
and comfortable fit for your dog.

Q: Is this harness suitable for barrel-chested dogs?
A: Absolutely! The harness’s versatility, with its 6 adjustment points, makes it ideal for 
dogs of all shapes, including those with barrel-chested breeds. To ensure the perfect 
fit, please refer to the specific sizing range from our Amazon page and follow the 
detailed instructions provided in the user manual.

Q: After adjusting the back strap to the minimum, the strap remains loose on the dog.
Is this normal?
A: Yes, it’s perfectly normal, and it’s even recommended to leave some spare room for 
the back strap. This allows your dog to look up or go to the ground to sniff without 
any discomfort from the harness. The intentionally loose aspect of the harness is a 
significant advantage, offering both flexibility and comfort. Over time, with regular 
use, the harness will adapt to the shape of your dog, and the initial loose appearance 
will gradually diminish. So, rest assured, and enjoy the comfortable fit tailored to your 
furry friend’s movements.

www.sparklypets.com  info@sparklypets.com
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Q: The harness looks very heavy-duty and robust; will it injure my dog?
A: Not at all. The robust appearance is due to the newness of the product. Over time, with 
use, the material will soften and conform to the shape of your dog, ensuring comfort 
and safety. For proper adjustment, please refer to the user manual to ensure that the 
harness is neither too loose nor too tight, minimizing any risk of injury to your dog.

Q: Can I use the SparklyPets Halter Harness for leash-walking training purposes or with 
hard-pulling dogs?
A: While harnesses are not traditionally designed specifically for training, our harness 
incorporates features to assist in leash walking, such as the chest D ring. For enhanced 
training, we recommend using an additional leash with a slip-on collar or martingale 
collar. This configuration helps dogs feel tension in the neck, discouraging excessive 
pulling. Although our harness features a no-pull resistant D ring on the chest, for dogs 
that pull strongly, supplementary measures may be necessary beyond the restraint 
provided by that chest D ring.

Q: How should I clean and maintain the SparklyPets Halter Harness?
A: Maintaining the cleanliness of your harness is easy! Just hand wash it with mild soap and 
water, then let it air dry. We recommend avoiding machine washing or drying to preserve 
the integrity of the materials. Additionally, refraining from machine washing helps prevent 
any potential damage to your washing machine caused by the metal parts of the harness.

Q: Can I utilize the SparklyPets Halter Harness for running or jogging with my dog?
A: Absolutely! Our harness is well-suited for various activities, such as running and 
jogging. To ensure a secure fit, utilize the back leash attachment D ring for enhanced 
control during more dynamic activities. For a comprehensive running experience, we 
recommend pairing it with our SparklyPets hands-free leash. This combination ensures a 
comfortable and secure setup, allowing you and your dog to enjoy your run to the fullest.

Q: What do I do if I have questions or issues with my SparklyPets Halter Harness?
A: We’re here to help! Feel free to contact our customer support team at 
info@sparklypets.com or call us at +125 222 000 94. 

We’re committed to ensuring you and your dog have a pawsitively wonderful 
experience with our harness.

Thank you for choosing SparklyPets – where every walk is an adventure!

www.sparklypets.com  info@sparklypets.com
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Enjoy your walks together!

If you have followed the steps outlined in this manual, congratulations! 

Your harness is now properly set, and you and your furry companion 
are ready to go for a walk. After your walk, we recommend removing 
the harness from your dog. When you put it back on, take a moment to 

inspect the harness and ensure that no part has become loose. 

Please note that with new harnesses, it may take a few uses to 
properly settle into place. 

Remember to readjust and verify the position of each harness 
strap, using the two-finger check, to ensure proper alignment 

and a comfortable fit for your dog.
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